A new class of tetragonally symmetric 2D octagonal family of monolayers (o-MLs) has emerged recently and demands understanding at the fundamental level. o-MLs of metal nitride and carbide family (BN, AlN, GaN, GeC, SiC) along with C and BP are computationally designed and their stability and electronic structure are investigated. These binary o-MLs show mixed ionic and covalent bonding with the hybridized p states dominating the electronic structure around the Fermi level. Geometric and structural similarity of o-C and o-BN has been exploited to form patterned hybrid o-MLs ranging from metallic to insulating phases. Stacking of zigzag buckled o-MLs results in stable body centered tetragonal (bct)-bulk phase that is suitable for most materials from group IV, III-V and II-VI. Vertically cut chunks of o-BN and o-C bulk or stacking of o-rings, unlike rolling of hexagonal (h)-ML, provide a plausible way to form very thin o-nanotubes (o-NT). Confined and bulk structures formed with an octagonal motif are of fundamental importance to understand the underlying science and for technological applications. 1 arXiv:2003.00158v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 29 Feb 2020 I. INTRODUCTION Two-dimensional (2D) monolayers (MLs) are at extreme technological limits for next generation applications. Flat and planar structures have properties and functionalities that can exploit new avenues for research and technological applications. With the technological advent, tremendous interest has emerged in their synthesis and in engineering their properties for applications in electronics, energy storage, high mechanical strength materials and so on. These 2D MLs and their patterned hybrids and multilayered assemblies (graphitic BN, transition metal monochalcogenides and dichalcogenides, silicene, phosphorene) have also gained importance for advanced strain driven technologies (straintronics and twistronics) because of their inherent crystallographic and electronic structural differences. 1-4 Such 2D materials are reported to show versatile physical phenomena ranging from quantum Hall effect fractal spectrum, reversal of Hall effect, external dielectric environment driven fluctuations in local Coulomb interaction, anomalous spin-orbit torque, etc. on one hand, while applications in 2D electronic devices, spin-polarization switches via strain, giant pseudo-magnetic fields, giant 2D band-piezoelectric effect by biaxial-strain, and so forth on the other. 5-12 This demands advancement towards fundamental understanding of existing materials and exploring new possibilities of 2D materials having different structural forms. Predictions of new phases of 2D materials can provide impetus for obtaining exotic properties and possibilities to overcome present synthesis challenges.
10 −3 eV/Å respectively for all calculations.
The vibrational spectra calculated at Γ and phonon dispersion spectra of respective unit cells, using Phonopy code 31 , are used as a first filter to explore the stability of o-ML structures. After that a 3 × 3 × 1 supercell is used for phonon dispersion calculations for planes and 1×1×3 supercell is used for nanotubes to confirm the dynamical stability and to calculate thermal properties and phonon partial density of states.
Cohesive energy (E c ) of a given ML is calculated using Eq. (1), where E XnYn is the total energy of o-XY with n atoms of X and Y species. E X and E Y are energies of isolated X and Y type of atoms respectively. E c /n is the cohesive energy per pair (E c /XY) and is twice The stability of these structures is studied by investigating structural, energetic and dynamical stability. suggests strong possibility of experimental cleavage.
The calculated phonon dispersion spectrum for graphene is shown in Fig. 2 reported to show no soft phonons (calculated using SIESTA code). The reported optimized bond lengths are marginally greater than those found in the present work but the cohesive energy per atom found in present work suggests a structure more stable than reported earlier. 36 In the present work, initial guess for geometry is chosen based on trial run of respective passivated clusters. Initial guess is critical since optimization process is complex and difficult due to shallow minimas in the potential energy surface. The phonon dispersion spectrum of o-ML of GaN primitive cell (refer SI) is qualitatively in agreement with the previous reports 36 , however calculations of phonon spectra using 3 × 3 × 1 supercell shows soft phonons governed by ZA modes as shown in Fig. 2 It is to be noted that structures containing the lighter first row elements (B, N, O) prefer to form more stable planar o-MLs. Similar observations are reported for hexagonal structures and other carbon allotropes. 15 The elements having s and p valence states can comparatively easily form planar bonds and therefore form stable o-MLs. Non-planar hybrid states of p, d or f may give rise to dangling bonds. One way to overcome this problem is by inducing buckling in the structure, which allows such z-directional states to form bonds and hence increase the stability of the structure. However, in o-ML structure, the geometrical flexibility of such buckling is restricted to few choices. One possibility corresponds to buckling of alternate pairs of atoms along z-axis in opposite directions by equal amount leading to bulk T-carbon or bct-C 4 structure. 37 Another possibility is zigzag buckling of alternate atoms of octagon (4 up and 4 down), known as bct-C 8 structure. It amounts to stacking of two planes which are mirror images of each other to form bilayer. It may lead to a bulk phase as discussed in subsection III C. The same bulk phase can be obtained by stacking nanotubes as explained in subsection III D.
Both, planar and buckled o-Ge and o-Si are energetically stable but are dynamically unstable. Surprisingly, these octagonal planar structures, though consisting of single type of atoms from group IV, show inherent ionicity.
With increase in the atomic number the force constant decreases, which is compensated by stronger bonding and decrease in the bond length. This is confirmed by the observed variation in the phonon DOS with atomic number. However, with increase in atomic number the ionic radius increases which demands higher lattice parameter for stability, particularly at the square part of o-MLs. Since these criteria cannot be fulfilled by transition metals (higher Z, presence of z-directional states and higher ionic radius) they do not form stable o-MLs. However, we argue that two or more layered assemblies of such materials can lead to displacive phase transition led stable structures. Indeed this is observed in our previous reported work on o-ZnO. 14 MLs are calculated and are incorporated in supporting information. It is evident that the crossover of specific heat with entropy shifts to higher temperature with the stability of the structure as reflected by respective E c . It may be noted that with increase in atomic number, the crossover temperature decreases. Thus the stability inferred from E c , phonon dispersion plots and atomic numbers of constituent materials agree with the decrease in the crossover temperature. antibonding, π and π * , states depends on the distance between the parent atoms. If one of the element in the structure is from the first row, size of the atom is small and therefore strong π bonds exist in the system. In ionic materials, the p z states mostly lie on the same atom, the degeneracy of states is lifted and the valence and conduction bands separate giving finite band gap. Charge transfer and hence ionicity decreases with increasing Z. Thus hybridization of p states plays a dominant role and changes with Z and size of atom resulting in different electronic properties. The N sites of octagonal geometry are less symmetric compared to graphene-like hexagonal structure and have either -2.89e or -3.11e charge on alternate near neighbor N atoms. We ascribe this asymmetry to asymmetric bonding of p states in the xy-plane. As expected o-C is covalently bonded but there is a small charge transfer on alternate near neighbors. This may likewise be due to asymmetric sp 2 bonding (refer to SI for details). However, mention may be made that each C 8 ring is overall neutral. The actual value of charge transfer may be in error as is well-known for graphene. 39 We have seen similar charge transfer in graphene GaN that the charge transfer between Ga and N is not much different in the two cases. 36 We therefore expect the same to hold for the o-MLs studied in this work. for o-BN to metallic nature for o-C) as shown in Table. II. The patterns shown in Fig. 5 indicate that for concentration below 30% (up to o-BN-C 20 ), the C rings are confined and this confinement leads to appearance of discrete p states of C in the forbidden region of o-BN. For higher percentages, the structures have translational symmetry in one direction.
Of these, o-BNC 36 shows the least gap because of incomplete BN rings. Charge is expressed in the unit of charge on an electron e. system, a large variation is seen in charge transfer to/from C atoms connected to N atoms;
one of the C atoms has charge 0.66e while for others it varies from -0.6 to -0.71e. For this system the charge transfer from C to N atoms is also seen to be least namely -0.22e.
o-BN-C 16 is the only system that has a complete square of C atoms that too is confined.
When the substitution of C rings is in the form of infinite strips as shown in Figs. 5 (i) and (k), the average charge on C atoms which are connected to interfacial B and N atoms is reversed in sign, as shown in Table II . It is worth mentioning that there is a large variation in the charges on individual C atoms from -0.8 to 0.72e. In case of o-BNC 48 doping, the situation is almost reversed and it can be perceived as single octagonal strip of B 4 N 4 rings substituted in o-C, as shown in Fig. 5 (k) . Similar to that of o-BNC 24 system, the values of Q C B (-0.73e) and Q C N (0.52e) are reversed in sign. However, the respective values of Q C B and Q C N are uniform for each atom, as shown in Table II . This is compensated by variation in the charge of non interfacial C atoms from 0.52 to -0.73e with most of the C atoms covalently bonded. For the system with substitution of infinite strip along diagonal, that is in the case Al pnictogen (X 8 Y 8 , X = B, Al ; Y = N, P, As, Sb) and GaN. 21, 36 In the present work, we that not all corresponding 2D layers are dynamically stable. 21, 36 We therefore envisage that layered assemblies of o-MLs of materials from IV, III-V and II-VI groups are experimentally realizable. Table III lists (Table I) . 
